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Abstract
Developing modern software applications typically involves com-
posing functionality from existing libraries. This task is difficult
because libraries may expose many methods to the developer. To
help developers in such scenarios, we present a technique that syn-
thesizes and suggests valid expressions of a given type at a given
program point. The technique generates expressions by taking into
account 1) polymorphic type constraints of the values in scope, 2)
the API usage patterns in a corpus of code, and 3) any available test
cases. It supports polymorphic type declarations and can synthe-
size expressions containing methods with any number of arguments
and any depth. Our synthesis approach is based on a quantitative
generalization of the type inhabitation problem with weighted type
assignments. Weights indicate preferences to certain type bind-
ings; they guide the search and enable the ranking of solutions.
We present a new polynomial-time algorithm for a restricted ver-
sion of quantitative type inhabitation, as well as a complete semi-
decision procedure for the general case of generic types. We iden-
tify a simple method to handle subtyping by introducing coercion
functions and then erasing them in the final expressions. We have
implemented our technique and evaluated it on over 100 examples
taken from the Web. The system was remarkably effective in re-
inventing the erased expressions from the (previously unprocessed)
code and ranking these expressions among the top suggestions for
the developer. Our overall experience indicates that this approach
to synthesizing and suggesting code fragments goes beyond cur-
rently available techniques and is a useful functionality of software
development environments.

1. Introduction
Libraries are one of the biggest assets for today’s software devel-
opers, enabling developers to build on the shoulders of their pre-
decessors. Useful libraries often evolve into complex application
programming interfaces (APIs) with a large number of classes and
methods. It can be difficult for a developer to start using such APIs
productively, even for simple tasks.

Existing Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) help de-
velopers to use APIs by providing code completion functionality.
For example, an IDE can offer a list of applicable members to a
given receiver object, extracted by finding the declared type of the
object. Eclipse [20] and IntelliJ [9] recommend methods applicable
to an object, and allow the developer to fill-in additional method ar-
guments. Such completion typically considers one step of compu-
tation. IntelliJ can additionally compose simple method sequences
to form a type-correct expression, but requires both the receiver ob-
ject as well as user assistance to fill-in the arguments. These efforts
suggest an interesting general direction of improving modern IDEs:
introduce the ability to synthesize type-correct code fragments and
offer them as suggestions to the developer.

One observation behind our work is that, in addition to the
forward-directed completion in existing tools, developers can pro-

ductively use a backward-directed completion. Indeed, when iden-
tifying a computation step, the developer often has the type of a
desired object in mind. We therefore do not require the developer
to indicate a starting value explicitly. Instead, we devise a more am-
bitious approach that considers all values in scope as the candidate
leaf values of expressions to be synthesized.

Considering this more general scenario leads us directly to the
type inhabitation problem: given a desired type T , and a type
environment Γ (a set of values and their types), find an expression
e of this type T , i.e. such that Γ ` e : T . In our deployment,
we compute Γ from the position of the cursor in the editor buffer.
We similarly look up T by examining the declared type appearing
left of the cursor in the editor (more flexible solutions are also
possible based on type inference). The goal of the tool is to find
an expression e, and insert it at the current program point, so that
the overall program type checks.

The basic version of the type inhabitation problem is well under-
stood (although not sufficient by itself to solve the practical prob-
lem that we consider). In the absence of parametric polymorphism,
the problem can be seen as the type inhabitation in the simply typed
lambda calculus, which is decidable and PSPACE-complete. How-
ever, if we disable the use of the lambda abstraction, and the cal-
culus contains only the rules corresponding to the function appli-
cation and the function composition, we show that then the type
inhabitation can be solved in polynomial time. If we add finite in-
tersection types to the language, the type inhabitation becomes an
EXPSPACE-complete problem [14].

The synthesized code is extrapolated from the proof derivation.
Similar ideas have been exploited in the context of sophisticated
dependently typed languages and proof assistants [1]. Our goal is
to apply it to simpler scenarios, where propositions are only partial
specifications of the code, as in the current programming practice.

Going beyond the past work that inspired us [11], we aim to
go further and also support parametric types (generics). Paramet-
ric types are widely used in modern libraries, including the Scala
library that is of immediate interest to us. In the presence of para-
metric polymorphism, the type inhabitation problem becomes un-
decidable. The corresponding theorem proving problem is check-
ing the type inhabitation problem for the Hindley-Milner type sys-
tem, without nested type quantifiers. To preserve the consistency
with the starting ground system, we keep the same rules without the
lambda abstraction. In order to preserve the completeness we add
the K, S and I combinators. The first component of our solution
is therefore a search algorithm that solves a quantitative version
of the type inhabitation problem, i.e. finds the most relevant type
inhabitant. The implementation uses techniques from resolution-
based theorem proving, including unification and data structures
for avoiding redundant proof steps. Despite the undecidability of
the problem, our is fairly successful in finding a proof for the code
synthesis problems that we encounter. In fact, the main problem
is not the difficulty of finding one solution, but rather the fact that
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there are so many solutions, among which we need to select those
that are most likely to be helpful.

Another contribution of our work therefore comes from com-
bining this proof search with a technique to find multiple solu-
tions and to rank them. We introduce proof rules that manipulate
weighted formulas, where smaller weight indicates a more desir-
able formula. Given an instance of the synthesis problem, we iden-
tify several proofs determining the expressions of the desired type,
and rank them according to their weight.

Our proof rules naturally combine weights of premises to deter-
mine the weight of the conclusion, and ensure that very long proofs
result in terms with a very large weight. In addition, the symbols
in current clauses (derived type) contribute to the weight. The use
of proof length in that weight ensures a form of relative complete-
ness: weight prioritization does not prevent the tool from finding
proofs that an exhaustive application of proof rules would find. The
particular weights of symbols, however, are an important factor for
the quality of generated results. To estimate these initial weights
we leverage 1) lexical nesting structure, with closer declarations
having lower weight, and 2) implicit statistical information from a
corpus of code, with more frequently occurring declarations having
smaller weight, and thus being preferred.

We implemented our tool, QTI within a Scala IDE. We used
a corpus of 18 open source Scala projects as well as the standard
Scala library to collect the usage statistics for the initial weights of
declarations. We run QTI on more than 100 examples from the Web
written to illustrate Java API usage (we translated these examples
from Java to Scala). The results show that in over 70% of examples
the expected snippet appears among the first five solutions. More-
over, in over 40% of examples, the expected snippet appears at the
first place in the list. To estimate the interactive nature of QTI, we
measured the time needed to synthesize the expected snippet as a
function of a number of visible declarations. We found that a suf-
ficient number of snippets can be typically generated in half a sec-
ond. This suggests that QTI can efficiently and effectively help the
user in software development. Furthermore, we evaluated a number
of techniques deployed in our final tool, and found that all of them
are important for obtaining good results.

1.1 Contributions
• We propose a new code generation feature for IDEs, and show

that it closely corresponds to the type inhabitation problem.
• We produce an entire list of code snippets, ranked according to

weights. We extend the rule system with rules that manipulate
weighted formulas.
• We use off-line analysis on a number of Scala open source

projects to compute the initial weights used in synthesis. We
also propose a simple but effective policy of giving higher
priority to declarations closer to the cursor.
• We observe that the quality of results can be improved by

using a basic continuous-testing mechanism, which runs the
synthesized code snippets and removes those that crash or fail
user-supplied test cases.
• We implemented all proposed techniques in the QTI tool, in-

cluding a resolution-style technique, with unification and sup-
port for weights and multiple proof results, encoding of Scala
declarations, the mining of the usage of declarations in a corpus,
and test-based filtering. We integrated these techniques with the
Ensime IDE for Scala and the underlying Scala presentation
compiler.
• We evaluate QTI on a number of examples from the Web meant

to illustrate API usage. The evaluation shows that QTI in many
cases synthesizes expected solutions and ranks them reasonably

high in the list of offered choices. We evaluate the impact of
individual techniques that we employ and show that they are
often necessary to achieve sufficiently high quality of results.
For further evaluation, QTI is publicly available for download
from our web site (the link is provided to the PC chair as the
non-anonymous material).

Paper outline. We start by presenting the examples to provide the
reader with an idea of how QTI works. We believe that QTI pro-
vides a new level of functionality and performance compared to all
existing solutions. We therefore start with our experimental results
that provide evidence of the effectiveness of QTI. We then present
algorithms for quantitative type inhabitation, first for the ground
case, then for the case of generics. We then describe implementa-
tion aspects of QTI and present further experimental results that
show why the particular choice of techniques in QTI is important
for its effectiveness. We then discuss related work and conclude.

2. Example
We next illustrate the functionality of QTI through several exam-
ples, primarily code from the online repository of Java API ex-
amples http://www.java2s.com/, as well as an example with
generalized algebraic data types.

Sequence of Streams. Our first goal is to create a
SequenceInputStream object, which is a concatenation of two
streams. Suppose that the developer has the following code in the
editor:
import java.io.FileInputStream
import java.io.IOException
import java.io.SequenceInputStream
...
def main() = {
var body = ”email.txt”
var sig = ”signature.txt”
val all:SequenceInputStream =
}

If we invoke QTI at the program point indicated by , in a fraction
of a second it displays the following ranked list of five expressions:
1. new SequenceInputStream(new FileInputStream(sig),

new FileInputStream(sig))
2. new SequenceInputStream(new FileInputStream(body),

new FileInputStream(sig))
3. new SequenceInputStream(new FileInputStream(sig),

new FileInputStream(body))
4. new SequenceInputStream(new FileInputStream(body),

new FileInputStream(body))
5. new SequenceInputStream(new FileInputStream(sig),

System.in)

Seeing the list, the developer can decide that e.g. the second
item in the list matches his intention, and select it to be inserted
into the editor buffer. This example illustrates that QTI only needs
the current program context, and does not require additional infor-
mation from the user. QTI is able to use both imported values (such
as the constructors in this example) and locally declared ones (such
as body and sig). QTI supports methods with multiple arguments
and synthesizes expressions for each argument.

Now suppose that the developer provides a simple test-case that
invokes the test method. Then QTI runs the test case and removes
the code suggestions that do not terminate successfully in a short
amount of time. This removes the fifth option above, because it
blocks on the input. As a result, the options change, and the new
fifth suggestion becomes:
new SequenceInputStream(new FileInputStream(sig),

new SequenceInputStream(new FileInputStream(sig),
new FileInputStream(sig)))
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Completing Expression in a Type-Safe Evaluator. As our next
example consider the following simple type-safe evaluator, dis-
tributed as an example with Scala. The example shows how QTI
integrates into a Scala IDE and supports several Scala features. The
evaluator function eval returns the values of an algebraic data type
that encode expressions. Different sub-expressions can have either
integer or boolean type, and the declarations encode this precisely
thanks to the ability to extend an instance of a supertype and re-
cover this information during pattern matching.

abstract class Term[T]
case class Lit(x: Int) extends Term[Int]
case class Succ(t: Term[Int]) extends Term[Int]
case class IsZero(t: Term[Int]) extends Term[Boolean]
case class If[T](c: Term[Boolean],

t1: Term[T], t2: Term[T]) extends Term[T]
def eval[T](t: Term[T]): T = t match {
case Lit(n) ⇒ n
case Succ(u) ⇒ eval(u) + 1
case IsZero(u) ⇒ eval(u) == 0
case If(c, u1, u2) ⇒ eval(if ( ) u1 else u2)
}

The code has an erased argument of the if expression and this is
where the developer has positioned the editor cursor . At this
point, the developer invokes QTI to obtain suggestions for possible
snippets. As the first two choices, QTI offers a selection window
with the following expressions:

1. eval[Boolean](c)
2. false

The first expression turns out to be appropriate to insert at the
cursor, and completes the type-safe evaluator. Overall, QTI often
finds an expected completion among the top few choices.

List operations. Consider next the problem of finding an itera-
tor in a generic ArrayList[E] class. The following code is used to
demonstrate how to use iterators.

//java2s.com/Code/JavaAPI/java.util/ArrayListiterator.htm
class MainClass {
def main(args:Array[String]) {
var al:ArrayList[String] = new ArrayList[String]()
al.add(”A”)
al.add(”B”)
var itr:Iterator[String] =
while (itr.hasNext()) {
val element = itr.next() //itereates over elements in ‘‘al’’
}
}
}

Note that handling this example requires simultaneous support
for parametric polymorphism and for subtyping, because the type
declarations are given by the following code.

class ArrayList[T] extends AbstractList[T] with List[T]
with RandomAccess with Cloneable with Serializable { ... }

abstract class AbstractList[E] extends AbstractCollection[E]
with List[E] {
...
def iterator():Iterator[E] = {...}
}

The Scala compiler has access to the information about generics
from Java libraries. QTI supports both generics and subtyping and
in 502 milliseconds returns a number of solutions among which the
first one is the desired expression al.iterator(). While doing so, it
examines 1524 declarations, as shown in Table 2, benchmark 13.

Stream Tokenizer. Consider the task of generating a stream tok-
enizer. This example examplifies some of the typical complexity of
the Java API for I/O.

//java2s.com/Code/JavaAPI/java.io/newStreamTokenizerReaderr.htm
import java.io.
class Main {
def main(args:Array[String]) = {
var tf:StreamTokenizer =
...
}
}

The system suggests several suggestions, and the one ranked
number three turns out to be exactly the one expected in the exam-
ple from the Web, namely

new StreamTokenizer(new BufferedReader(
new InputStreamReader(System.in)))

The effectiveness in the above examples is due to several aspects
of QTI. In this particular example, given a budget of 0.5 seconds,
QTI explores over 7000 intermediate expressions, and finds over
380 examples of the expected StreamTokenizer type, as shown in
Table 2, benchmark 1. QTI ranks the resulting expressions accord-
ing to the weights and selects the ones with the lowest weight. The
weights of expressions and types guide not only the final ranking
but also make the search itself more goal directed and effective.
QTI learns weights from a corpus of declarations, assigning lower
weight (and thus favoring) declarations appearing more frequently.

3. Evaluation of the Effectiveness of QTI
We implemented QTI and evaluated it on over 100 examples. This
section evaluates the effectiveness of QTI, showing that the tech-
niques we developed and implemented result in a useful tool, ap-
propriate for interactive use within an integrated development envi-
ronment (concretely, the Ensime tool running inside emacs). Later,
in section 8.3, we will present further experimental analysis to mea-
sure the importance of individual techniques deployed within QTI.

3.1 Creating Benchmarks
There is no standarized set of benchmarks for the problem that we
examine, so we constructed our own benchmark suite. We collected
benchmarks primarily from http://www.java2s.com/. These
examples illustrate correct usage of particular API functions and
(possibly generic) classes. We manually translated the examples
from Java into equivalent Scala code. The original code imports
only the classes used in the example. In some cases, we therefore
generalize the import declaration to include more definitions and
thereby make the synthesis problem more difficult.

Our idea of measuring tool effectiveness is to estimate its ability
to reconstruct a missing expression from a program. We therefore
chose a declaration that is used to initialize a variable in an example
code. This initialization may be written in several steps, spanning
several lines. We identify one or all expressions that contribute to
this initialization, save them as the expected result, and delete them
from the program. The resulting benchmark is a partial program,
much like a program sketch [17]. We measure whether a tool can
reconstruct the expression equal to the one removed modulo literal
constants (integers, strings, and booleans). Our benchmark suite is
available from the QTI web site.

When we invoke QTI, it returns five recommended expressions.
We call a run successful if the expression that was removed from
the example code appears among these five expressions. We run
QTI using a time limit of 0.5 seconds for the core quantiative type
inhabitation engine; the table (and our experience) shows that the
overall response time remains below 0.7 seconds. By using a time
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limit, we aim to evaluate the usability of QTI in an interactive
environment.

3.2 Corpus for Computing Symbol Usage Frequencies

Project Description
Akka Transactional actors

CCSTM Software transactional memory
GooChaSca Google Charts API for Scala

Kestrel Tiny queue system based on starling
LiftWeb Web framework

LiftTicket Issue ticket system
O/R Broker JDBC framework with support for externalized SQL
scala0.orm O/R mapping tool
ScalaCheck Unit test automation

Scala compiler Compiles Scala source to Java bytecode
Scala Migrations Database migrations

ScalaNLP Natural language processing
ScalaQuery Typesafe database query API

Scalaz ”Scala on steroidz” - scala extensions
simpledb-scala-binding Bindings for Amazon’s SimpleDB

smr Map Reduce implementation
Specs Behaviour Driven Development framework

Talking Puffin Twitter client

Table 1. Scala open source project used for the corpus extraction.

Our algorithm searches for type bindings that can be derived
from an initial environment and that minimize a weight function.
To compute these initial weights we use the technique from Sec-
tion 8.2. This technique requires, among others, an initial assign-
ment of weights to variables names. To compute this initial assign-
ment of weights to names, we mine usage frequency information
from 18 Scala open source projects. Table 1 lists these open source
projects. Among others we analyze the Scala compiler, which is
written in the Scala language itself. In addition to the projects listed
in the table we analyze the Scala standard library, which mainly
consists of wrappers around Java API calls. We extract usage infor-
mation only about Java and Scala APIs, but not declarations spe-
cific to the projects themselves. Overall we extracted 7516 symbol
declarations and identified a total of 90422 uses of these symbols.
The maximal number of occurrences of a single symbol is 5162
(for the symbol &&), whereas 98% of symbols have less than 100
uses in the entire corpus.

3.3 Platform for Experiments
We ran all experiments on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU 2.67
GHz with 4 GB RAM machine. QTI is currently implemented
sequentially and does not make use of multiple CPU cores. The
operating system was Windows 7(TM), Scala version is 2.8, and
Java(TM) Virtual Machine is version 1.6.0 22.

3.4 Measuring Overall Effectiveness
We ran QTI in its optimal configuration to recover 100 removed
expressions from benchmarks (see Table 2 for a subset of our
results). The results show that the desired expression appears in the
top 5 snippets (suggested expressions) in 76 benchmarks (76%). It
appears as the top snippet (with rank 1) in 53 benchmarks (53%).
In several benchmarks we generalized the import statements, by
importing the entire API packages instead of methods from a single
class. As expected, due to a larger number of initial declarations the
percentage of recovered snippets dropped. We were able to recover
the expected expression in 48 benchmarks (48%); the expected
expression was ranked as number one in 38 benchmarks (38%).

Additionally, we found 25 examples where it was natural to re-
move multiple lines of code at once. (In the remaining examples
either the initialization was done in one line, or the intermediate

variables were used in multiple later locations, so completing a sin-
gle declaration would never produce valid code.) We asked QTI to
recover a single expression that subsumes all these lines, construct-
ing also sub-expressions that were explicitly assigned to interme-
diate local variables in the original code. QTI managed to suggest
the expected snippet (within top 5 choices) in 13 out of 25 bench-
marks (52%). The results suggest that QTI can synthesize expected
expressions in useful pieces of software.

Table 2 presents the results on 26 benchmarks of the more inter-
esting examples, on which QTI performs well. The length column
represents the number of declarations in the expected expression.
The “Initial” column is the number of initial type declarations that
QTI extracts at a given program point and gives to the search pro-
cedure. The “Derived” column is the number of intermediate ex-
pressions generated during the search. The “Expression” column
is the number of expressions of the desired type that the prover
found within its time limit. Time includes declaration loading, en-
coding and weight assignment time, as well as the time within the
prover (which was set to 0.5 seconds). QTI was able to synthesize
expected expressions in all these benchmarks. We therefore mea-
sured the times for QTI to reach the expression that was expected;
we found that this time ranges from below 1 to 219 millisecond.

Note that the numbers of the initial declarations range from tens
to a little over thousand, whereas the number of derived bindings
ranges up to over ten thousand, all generated within half of a sec-
ond. As expected, a larger set of initial declarations generally leads
to a larger set of clauses derived, but the exact number depends on
the specific types involved.

The last 14 benchmarks illustrate the performance of QTI in the
case of generic types. The number of expressions of derived type in
this case is small compared to the generalized benchmarks, so the
rank of the desired expression is high.

In summary, the expected snippets appear among the top 5
solutions in many examples, despite the fact that our algorithm
often generates hundreds of expressions of the desired type.

4. Inhabitation for Ground Types
For the main question of finding a code snippet for the given type,
there is a similar problem in type theory, so-called the type inhabi-
tation problem. In this section we recall some basic definitions and
facts from type theory and we establish a connection between the
type inhabitation problem and the problem of finding code snippets.

Let T be set of types and let E be a set of expressions. A type
environment Γ is a finite set {e1 : τ1, . . . , en : τn}, containing
pairs of the form ei : τi, where xi is an expression and τi is a type.
The pair ei : τi is called a type assumption.

An expression Γ ` e : τ denotes that from an environment Γ
we can derive a type assumption e : τ by applying rules of some
calculus. The type inhabitation problem for the given calculus is
stated as: given a type τ and a type environment Γ, does there exist
an expression e such that Γ ` e : τ .

DEFINITION 4.1 (Ground Types). Let C be a fixed finite set. For
every c ∈ C, with c/n we denote the arity of the element. The
elements of arity 0 are called constants. The set of all ground types
Tg is defined by the grammar:

Tg ::= C(Tg, . . . , Tg) | Tg → Tg

To establish a connection between Tg and the Scala types, one
could consider the set C as a set containing the Scala primitive
types (such as Int or String) and type constructors (such as
List/1, Map/2).

Let S be a set containing function symbols. The set of all ground
terms Eg is formed inductively from S as follows: all constants of
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Benchmarks (ground, then generic) Length # Initial # Derived # Expressions Solution Rank Time [ms]
1 StreamTokenizerReaderr 4 555 7416 387 3 586
2 BufferedReaderInputStreamReader 3 554 7699 402 1 564
3 BufferedReaderReaderin 4 82 2192 372 1 530
4 ByteArrayInputStreambytebufintoffsetintlength 4 63 4533 225 3 537
5 CharArrayReadercharbuf 3 78 1515 300 1 546
6 DataInputStreamFileInputStreamfileInputStream 3 554 7180 341 3 573
7 FileReaderFilefile 3 555 6028 283 2 572
8 PipedReaderPipedWritersrc 2 554 7196 338 3 579
9 ServerSocketintport 2 1038 10051 254 2 622
10 TimerintvalueActionListeneract 3 63 8362 1 1 538
11 TransferHandlerStringproperty 2 659 5537 230 1 629
12 URLStringspecthrowsMalformedURLException 3 1038 8830 208 1 620
13 ArrayListiterator 2 79 1524 10 1 502
14 ArrayListtoArray 2 76 1587 2 2 655
15 HashMapentrySet 2 68 15822 2 1 571
16 HashMapvalues 2 152 3632 1 1 584
17 HashSetiterator 2 104 2501 8 1 570
18 Hashtableelements 2 64 2849 2 2 527
19 HashtableentrySet 2 65 6171 2 1 541
20 HashtablekeySet 2 65 2298 1 1 556
21 Hashtablekeys 2 58 2392 2 1 529
22 PriorityQueuepoll 2 77 2267 179 1 549
23 TreeMapentrySet 2 88 3227 2 1 601
24 TreeMapvalues 2 87 798 1 1 547
25 Vectorelements 2 88 2392 5 1 531
26 VectortoArray 2 87 2074 2 2 526

Table 2. Measuring Overall Effectiveness.

S are ground terms. If t1, . . . , tn are ground terms and f/n ∈ S,
then f(t1, . . . , tn) is a ground term.

Figure 1 lists the rules of a calculus for the ground types. We call
this calculus the ground applicative calculus. It supports the appli-
cation of a function to a term, and the function composition. Those
two rules have a natural interpretation in a programming language.
Through the application we construct a snippet, where a method is
applied on its argument, while the composition represents a combi-
nation of several methods.

AXIOM
x : τ ∈ Γ

Γ ` x : τ
APP

Γ ` f : τ1 → τ2 Γ ` x : τ1

Γ ` f(x) : τ2

COMPOSE
Γ ` f1 : τ0 → τ1 . . . Γ ` fn : τn−1 → τn

Γ ` fn ◦ . . . ◦ f1 : τ0 → τn

Figure 1. Calculus for the Ground Types

4.1 Type Inhabitation in the Ground Applicative Calculus
The problem of type inhabitation is widely studied for various cal-
culi. However, very often this problem is undecidable. The ground
applicative calculus can be seen as a sub-calculus of the simply
typed lambda calculus, which additionally contains the lambda ab-
straction. In the simply typed lambda calculus the type inhabitation
problem is decidable, but very hard. By reduction to the canonical
quantified Boolean formula (QBF) problem, it was shown in [18]
that the problem is PSPACE-complete. In this section we show that
if the lambda abstraction is disabled, the type inhabitation problem
can be solved much faster.

THEOREM 4.2. The type inhabitation problem in the ground ap-
plicative calculus can be solved in polynomial time.

Proof Let Γ be a type environment Γ = {e1 : τ1, . . . , en : τn},
with ei ∈ Eg and τi ∈ Tg . Let τ0 be a type for which we ask
if there is an expression e0 such that Γ ` e0 : τ0. We encode

the query as the type assumption goal : τ0 → ⊥, where ⊥ is a
designated symbol, previously unused. The goal of an algorithm is
to derive a type assumption e : ⊥. The expression e can only be of
the form goal(x) and the term x has the desired type τ0.

Let TParts(Γ) denote the set of all types appearing in Γ, to-
gether with τ0. In addition, if the type is not a constant, then
TParts(Γ) also contains all its subtypes. The set TParts(Γ) is
clearly finite and polynomial in the size of Γ.

We consider a sequence of type assumptions that starts with an
enumeration of Γ and continues with the application of inference
rules until reaching a type judgment of the form e0 : τ0. We show
that there is a term e0 such that Γ ` e0 : τ0, then it can be derived
in polynomial time. For this purpose we can assume that each step
produces a term that is non-redundant, that is, it is subsequently
used in the derivation (otherwise we could eliminate it).

We first assume that there is no COMPOSE rule, so we only ap-
ply the APP rule. In that case each derived term has a type from
TParts(Γ). The set of derived types does not change if we always
adopt the following principle: never use in premises elements t : τ
of a sequence if there is a term t′ : τ with the same type appear-
ing earlier in the sequence. If we adopt this policy, the number of
newly introduced elements is bounded by |TParts(Γ)|2. Therefore,
the process terminates. The resulting sequence also gives a repre-
sentation of the (possibly infinite) set of terms that have given type.
The infinite sets of solutions appear precisely from derivations that
use a term of some type to derive a new term of the same type.
However, the policy described ensures that such loops are detected
and not followed.

We next assume that we can also use the composition rule.
This problem does not reduce to the case of application because
viewing ◦ as a higher-order function would require assigning it
a polymorphic type. Nonetheless, we show that we also obtain a
polynomial bound.

First we observe that, if the COMPOSE rule is used to obtain
a term of the form (f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fn)(x) then it was not necessary
for producing a new type assumption: we can instead directly use
APP alone to construct f1(. . . fn(x) . . .). We next use the fact that
the COMPOSE rule already accounts for any number of function
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symbols, so it is not necessary to use the result of a compose rule
again. From those observations we conclude that COMPOSE always
produces either an argument of APP or the required type τ0. In the
second case, by using the APP rule, we derive an inhabitant of the
⊥ type, i.e. that COMPOSE again produced an argument of APP.

We can therefore replace COMPOSE rule with the following
APPCOMPOSE rule, in a process similar to completion in term rewrit-
ing. This results in the following system, which again has the cru-
cial property that its result is always an element of TParts(Γ):

APP
Γ ` f : τ1 → τ2 Γ ` x : τ1

Γ ` f(x) : τ2

APPCOMPOSE

Γ ` c : (τ → τn)→ σ
Γ ` f1 : τ → τ1 . . . Γ ` fn : τn−1 → τn

Γ ` c(fn ◦ . . . f1) : σ

Therefore, application of such rules also finishes in at most
|TParts(Γ)|2 steps. This completes the proof that type inhabitation
problem where we restrict terms to be obtained from application
and function composition is polynomial.

5. Quantitative Applicative Ground Inhabitation
Given a type environment Γ and a type τ0, we encode the type
inhabitation problem by adding to Γ the type assumption goal :
τ0 → ⊥ and then directing the search towards the inhabitants
of the type ⊥. However, there might be many terms belonging to
a given type, and the question of finding the best term naturally
arises. We address this problem by assigning a weight to every
expression. Similar to resolution-based theorem proving, a lower
weight indicates the higher relevance of the term.

We compute the weights of types and expressions under the
assumption that there is an initial, pre-computed weight assigned to
every symbol. A more detailed description of how the initial weight
function is derived is given in Section 8.2.

In this section we further extend the type inhabitation problem
with the additional requirement to find an expression of the minimal
weight.

THEOREM 5.1. Let w be a weight function defined on the type and
expression symbols. We extend w to type assumptions as described
above. For a type environment Γ and a type τ0 in the ground
applicative calculus it is possible to find in polynomial time an
expression e of type τ0, such that the weight of e is smaller than
the weight of all other expressions of the type τ0.

Proof The proof extends the proof of Theorem 4.2. It builds a se-
quence of type assumptions that can be derived from Γ. To every
element τ of TParts(Γ) we assign a pair (n, t) where n is the min-
imum weight of all terms of type τ , which are currently in the se-
quence, and t is an expression such that w(t) = n. Initially, we
assign (∞,−) to all elements of TParts(Γ). As before, we con-
struct a sequence of type assumptions. With every type assumption
e : τ added to the sequence, we recalculate the annotation of τ . If
its current minimum weight is strictly greater than w(e : τ), then
the new annotation becomes (w(e), e). In the sequence we also re-
place every occurrence of the expression e′ of the type τ by e. We
can do such a replacement safely, since e′ does not appear in the
derivation of e (otherwise it would not hold w(e′) > w(e)). We
continue with the enumeration of the derived typed assumptions as
in the proof of Theorem 4.2, using the same restrictive principle
about the type assumptions that can participate in the derivations.
Applying the same arguments we prove that it is possible to find a
term of the minimum weight in polynomial time.

APP
Γ ` f : τ1 → τ2 Γ ` x : τ ′1

Γ ` f(x) : τ ′2

σ = mgu(τ1, τ ′1)
τ ′2 = σ(τ2)

COMPOSE

Γ ` f : τ1 → τ2
Γ ` g : τ0 → τ ′1

Γ ` (f ◦ g) : τ ′0 → τ ′2

σ = mgu(τ1, τ ′1)
τ ′0 = σ(τ0)
τ ′2 = σ(τ2)

Figure 2. Rules for Generic Types used by Our Algorithm

INPUT: Γ0 - environment at program point
INPUT: τG - desired type
OUTPUT: res - set of resulting expressions e with Γ0 ` e:τG
Definitions:
w(e:τ) := w(e) + w(τ)
bestT(τ,Γ) := {(e:τ) ∈ Γ | (∀(e′:τ) ∈ Γ. w(e) ≤ w(e′))}
bestT(e′:τ ′,Γ) := bestT(τ ′,Γ)
w(bestT(b,Γ)) = w(b), if ∃b ∈ bestT(b,Γ), +∞ otherwise
best(q) := {b ∈ q | ∀b′ ∈ Γ. w(b) ≤ w(b′)}
cmpt(τ1, τ2) := an mgu in APP or COMPOSE of Figure 2 exists

Code:
Γ = Γ0 ∪ ΓComb ∪ {(G:τG → ⊥fresh)}
q = Γ
res = ∅
while ¬timeout ∧ q 6= ∅ do

let (e1:τ1) ∈ best(q)
q = q \ {(e1:τ1)}
for all (e2:τ2) ∈ {(e2:τ2) ∈ bestT(τ2,Γ) | cmpt(τ1, τ2)}
do

derived = App(e1:τ1, e2:τ2) ∪ Comp(e1:τ1, e2:τ2)
res = res ∪ {e′ | (e : ⊥fresh) ∈ derived, e[G :=

I]
I(t)→t

;∗ e′}
q = q ∪ {b ∈ derived | w(b) < w(bestT(b,Γ))}
Γ = Γ ∪ derived

end for
end while

Figure 3. The Search Algorithm for Quantiative Inhabitation for
Generic Types

6. Quantitative Inhabitation for Generics
This section presents our algorithm for type inhabitation in the
presence of generic (parametric) types as in the Hindley-Milner
type system, without nested type quantifiers. We represent type
variables implicitly (as in resolution for logics with variables).
Figure 2 shows the rules for application, as well as the rule for
composition (which we introduce to improve performance). We
assume the axiom rule that Γ ` (x:τ) for (x:τ) ∈ Γ. We will
ensure that a complete set of combinators belong to the initial
environment, with their polymorphic types, and denote their set by
ΓComb. For example, we can use

{K:α→ β → α,S:(α→ β → γ)→ (α→ β)→ α→ γ}
This makes the application rule complete for the purpose of finding
a term of a given type, thanks to the translation from lambda calcu-
lus to combinatory logic. We therefore omit the lambda abstraction
rule. This approach is also used in [14], but for a non-generic type
system with intersection types.

Description of the algorithm. Figure 3 shows the algorithm that
systematically applies rules in Figure 2, while avoiding cycles due
to repeated types whose terms have non-minimal weights. The
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algorithm maintains two sets of bindings (pairs of expressions and
their types): Γ, which holds all initial and derived bindings, and q,
which is a work list containing the bindings that still need to be
processed. Initially Γ, contains the initial declarations, as well as
the combinators and the goal encoded as (G:τG → ⊥fresh) where
τG is the type for which the user wishes to generate expressions.
The work list initially contains all these declarations as well. The
algorithm accumulates the expressions of the desired type in the
set res. The main loop of the algorithm runs until the timeout is
reached or the work list q becomes empty.

The body of the main loop of the algorithm selects a minimal
(given by best( )) binding (e1:τ1) from the work list q and at-
tempts to combine it with all other bindings in Γ for which the
types τ1 and τ2 can be unified to participate in one of the inference
rules (we denote this condition using the cmpt(τ1, τ2) relation).
Note, however, that there is no point in combining (e1:τ1) with
a (e2:τ2) if there is another (e′2:τ2), with the same τ2 but with a
strictly smaller w(e′2). Therefore, the algorithm restricts the choice
of (e2:τ2) to those where w(e2) is minimal for a given τ2. We for-
malize this using the function bestT(τ2,Γ) that finds a set of such
bindings with minimal e2. We also extend the function to accept
a candidate e′2 (which is ignored in looking up the minimal e2).
Moreover, we define w(bestT(τ2,Γ)) to denote the value of this
minimum (if it exists).

The sets App(e1:τ1, e2:τ2) and Comp(e1:τ1, e2:τ2) are results
of applying the rules from Figure 2. If no rule can be applied the
result is the empty set. We use derived to denote the set of results of
applying the inference rules to selected bindings. These results may
need to be processed further and therefore the algorithm may need
them into q. However, it avoids doing this if the derived binding
has a type that already exists in Γ and the newly derived expression
does not have a strictly smaller weight. This reduces the amount of
search that the algorithm needs to perform.

Because of the declaration (G:τG → ⊥fresh), the algorithm
detects expressions of type τG using the expressions e of fresh type
⊥fresh. To obtain the expression of the desired type, we replace
in e every occurrence of G with the identity combinator I. This is
justified because ⊥fresh is a fresh constant, so replacing it with
τG in a derivation of Γ ∪ {(G:τG → ⊥fresh)}(e:⊥fresh) yields
a derivation of Γ ∪ {(G:τG → τG)} ` (e:τG), in which we can
use I instead of G. The algorithm also simplifies the accumulated
expressions by reducing I where possible. In the presence of higher-
order functions I may still remain in the expressions, which is
not a problem because it is deducible from any complete set of
combinators.

Finally, under the assumption that a linear weight function is
given, and the weight of each expression symbol is strictly positive,
it is straightforward to see that the algorithm finds the derivations
for all types that can be obtained using the rules from Figure 2.
Indeed, the weight of an expression strictly increases during the
derivation, so an algorithm, if it runs long enough, reaches arbitrar-
ily long value as the minimum of the work list. This shows that the
algorithm is complete.

7. Subtyping using Coercions
A powerful method to model subtyping is to use coercion func-
tions [2, 10, 15]. This approach raises non-trivial issues when we
perform type checking or type inference, but becomes simple and
natural if the types are given but we search for the terms.

Simple conversions. In the absence of variant constructors and
type bounds, we can model the subtyping relation A <: B by
the existence of a coercion expression c:A→ B. For example, if
a class A[~T ] with type parameters ~T extends or mixes-in another
class B[~τ(~T )], we introduce into the environment a conversion

function c:A[~T ]→ B[~τ(~T )]. Note that the composition of coer-
cion functions immediately accounts for the transitivity of the sub-
typing relation.

Example revisited. Let us now reconsider the ArrayList[T] exam-
ple from Section 2. Because ArrayList[T] extends AbstractList[T],
and AbstractList[E] extends AbstractCollection[E] we generate two
coercion functions:
c1 : ArrayList[α] → AbstractList[α]
c2 : AbstractList[β] → AbstractCollection[β]

There is a declared member of AbstractList[E] with the following
type (including the received object):
iterator : AbstractList[γ] → Iterator[γ]

The local variable declaration in the main method of the example
yields the binding
al : ArrayList[String]

The goal in the example is to find an expression of type
Iterator[String], which yields the declaration
τG : Iterator[String] → ⊥fresh

Using rules in Figure 2, the algorithm in Figure 3 unifies the type
variables and ground type of String and derives in Γ the type
binding
τG(iterator(c1(al))) : ⊥fresh

This produces I(iterator(c1(al))) in the res variable of the algorithm
in Figure 3, and then reduces to iterator(c1(al)). Finally, we erase
all conversion functions and obtain iterator(al), which is displayed
to the user as the Scala code al.iterator().

The subtyping constructor. In the presence of variant and con-
travariant subtyping rules as well as for bounded type parameters,
we need more control over the subtyping relation, so we intro-
duce a binary subtype constructor Sub[A,B] to represent A <: B.
The translation of function signatures then corresponds to dictio-
nary translation for type classes [13, 22]. The subtyping is applied
using a polymorphic constant

subApp : Sub[α, β]→ α→ β

A covariant subtyping of a List constructor can then be expressed
through a constant

listCo : Sub[α, β]→ Sub[List[α], List[β]]

We witness the reflexivity of subtyping through a constant of type
Sub[α, α] and express transitivity also explicitly through a polymor-
phic constant. We encode bounded quantification in function signa-
tures by adding extra dictionary-like parameters that express type
bounds.

8. Implementation
QTI extends Ensime, an emacs plugin that serves as a development
environment for Scala. Ensime accesses the Scala presentation
compiler to extract abstract syntax trees (ASTs) of Scala programs.
We use the ASTs both for offline analysis to collect data from
open source projects and for the online analysis, to extract the
type declarations visible at the current program point. Ensime also
enables us to present ranked snippets to a user. QTI presents them
in a drop-down list, where the user has the option to choose the one
that she prefers. After the user makes her choice, QTI inserts the
chosen snippet at the cursor position.

We produce snippets while supporting following Scala features:
higher order functions, sub-typing, monomorphic and polymorphic
types. In order to generate those snippets, our on-line analysis has
four key components:
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• A loader that extracts a desired type and visible declarations,
assigns them weights and encodes them into formulas.
• A search algorithm that takes formulas and finds a proof(s),

using the weight driven search algorithm.
• A reconstructor that reconstructs Scala code snippet(s) from

proofs.
• A test filter that filters snippet candidates.

If a user initiates a query at the place of a local variable initializer of
a methodm, QTI starts by collecting all local variables visible from
this point. It adds m’s parameters if they exist. Next, it collects all
declared methods, fields and class parameters in the class C that
contains the method m, including those present in super-classes. It
also includes the declaration of m itself, supporting expressions
with recursive calls. The query to QTI can be also initiated at
a place of a field initializer. If the query is initiated for field f
in class C, QTI collects all declarations in C except f itself.
(The reason is that f is not visible for the initializer.) This also
applies if m or f were defined in a Scala object (a singleton
class). Next, QTI collects all public methods and fields from the
package where C is defined. Finally, it collects all public methods
and fields from imported classes and objects. We also allow a
user to initiate a query at a place where an if condition appears,
knowing that the desired type is Boolean. For types that are used
often, such as Int, Boolean and String we introduce custom
declarations for sample constants of this type. The user can, of
course, modify the particular values generated subsequently in the
code. The declarations associated with constants have large weight,
so they appear if no declaration that has these types is found or if
such declaration also has a vary large weight.

8.1 Test Case Filtering
We allow the user to define a set of tests that check the correctness
of the code with a snippet inserted. The correctness can be checked
by defining the postcondition using Scala ensuring method or assert
statements. Thus, after our search algorithm returns candidate snip-
pets, we insert them one by one in the user code and run the tests. If
at least one test fails we discard the candidate. At the end, the user
obtains a list of snippets that pass all tests. In order to implement
the test engine we use the Scala interactive interpreter and modify
it to detect uncaught expressions, blocked and infinite executions.
The blocked and infinite executions are prevented by setting a time
limit to the interpreter. We should remark that using tests to filter
snippets is mainly useful when modifying an existing code with a
test suite. Moreover, in order to test the code we require that it is
compilable after a candite snippet was filled in.

Our QTI implementation is publicly available at the link pro-
vided to the PC chair.

8.2 Weights for the Initial Type Environment
We next present in detail the weight assignment strategy for de-
clared symbols and their types as implemented in QTI. While we
believe that our strategy is fairly reasonable, we arrived at the con-
stants via the particular constants via trial and error, so further im-
provements to are likely possible.

The most interesting aspect of weight assignment is the assign-
ment of weights to names of variables. Note that this assignment
differentiates between different symbols of the same type and there-
fore would be neglected in a system that was only focusing on
checking whether a type is inhabited, as opposed to finding actual
inhabitants. The first factor in the weight of a name is the proxim-
ity of the declaration to the point where QTI is invoked. We take
the proximity into account by assigning weights as shown in Ta-
ble 3. We assign the least weight to local symbols declared in the

same method. We assign the weight at the next level to symbols de-
fined in a class where a query is initiated. We assign an even higher
weight to symbols in the same package. For an imported symbol x,
we determine its weight using the formula in Table 3. Here f(x)
is the number of occurrences of x in the corpus, computed by ex-
amining syntax trees in a corpus of code (see Section 3.2 for the
characteristic of the corpus we used for our experiments). We as-
sign the highest weight to an inheritance conversion function that
witnesses the subtyping relation.

Nature of Declaration or Literal Weight
Local 5
Class 10
Package 15
Literal 400

Imported 215 + 785
1+f(x)

Inheritance function 4000

Table 3. Weights for Names Appearing in Declarations

A weight of an expression, w(e), is the sum of weights of all
symbols that occur in the expression.

We also assign weights to types. A type is represented by a
term that may contain ⊥ and → symbols, type constructors and
primitive types. Their weights are given in Table 4. Additionally,
the term may contains variables, to which we assign the weight of
2. A weight of a type, w(τ), is the sum of wights of all symbols
that occur in the type term.

Initial Type & Constructors Weight
⊥ 1
→ 1
Primitive type 2
Type constructor 2

Table 4. Weights for Simple Types and Constructors

Assignment of an entire type binding is then w(e:τ) = w(e) +
w(τ).

8.3 Evaluating the Impact of Search Techniques
Section 3 presented experiments that illustrate the overall effective-
ness of QTI. To demonstrate the importance of the particular com-
bination of techniques we employed, in QTI, we next present fur-
ther experiments that measure the impact of each individual tech-
niques. We specifically measure: backward search (function com-
position with a type of the form τ → ⊥fresh), using weights as-
signed according to declaration proximity, and using weights com-
puted from a corpus of Scala code (see 8.2). Note that our corpus
(Section 3.2) is disjoint (and somewhat different in nature) from the
examples on which we performed the evaluation.

Table 5 presents the results and the effects of the individual
techniques using the same set of benchmarks as in Table 2. As in
the previous experiments, we measure for each example whether
the expected expression is recovered. The table also records the
number of expressions that our prover generates in a given bench-
mark (column # Generated Snippets). First, we ran QTI where all
techniques (weights and backward search) were turned off (column
W.+BS OFF). QTI could not generate 15 snippets (denoted with
“FAILED”), and 1 had a rank greater than 5 (denoted with “>5”).
If the rank is greater than 5 it is also possible that the expected snip-
pet is not generate. In the remaining 10 benchmarks the sinppet had
mostly the top rank.
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Benchmark (ground, then generic) Solution Rank # Generated Snippets
W.+BS. OFF W. OFF C.W. OFF All W.+BW. OFF W. OFF C.W. OFF All

1 StreamTokenizerReaderr FAILED >5 >5 3 0 524 454 387
2 BufferedReaderInputStreamReader FAILED >5 >5 1 0 342 287 402
3 BufferedReaderReaderin FAILED 2 2 1 0 862 764 372
4 ByteArrayInputStreambytebufintoffsetintlength FAILED >5 3 3 2 2 77 225
5 CharArrayReadercharbuf FAILED 1 1 1 0 665 352 300
6 DataInputStreamFileInputStreamfileInputStream FAILED >5 >5 3 0 266 438 341
7 FileReaderFilefile FAILED >5 >5 2 0 430 420 283
8 PipedReaderPipedWritersrc FAILED 3 3 3 1 580 311 338
9 ServerSocketintport FAILED 2 2 2 1 906 138 254
10 TimerintvalueActionListeneract FAILED FAILED 1 1 0 0 1 1
11 TransferHandlerStringproperty >5 >5 1 1 10 740 552 230
12 URLStringspecthrowsMalformedURLException FAILED >5 1 1 0 933 117 208
13 ArrayListiterator FAILED 2 1 1 0 387 12 10
14 ArrayListtoArray 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2
15 HashMapentrySet FAILED 1 1 1 0 658 4 2
16 HashMapvalues 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
17 HashSetiterator 1 1 1 1 2 530 8 8
18 Hashtableelements 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
19 HashtableentrySet FAILED 1 1 1 0 675 5 2
20 HashtablekeySet 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
21 Hashtablekeys 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
22 PriorityQueuepoll 2 1 1 1 4 557 220 179
23 TreeMapentrySet FAILED 1 1 1 0 2 2 2
24 TreeMapvalues 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
25 Vectorelements 1 1 1 1 4 610 15 5
26 VectortoArray 2 2 2 2 5 2 10 2

Table 5. Impact of Individual Techniques in QTI Implementation.

Next, we turned on backward search, i.e., turned only weights
off (column W. OFF). Here, QTI was able to recover 18 snippets,
in 9 benchmarks the snippet was not in the top 5, and in one it did
not generated the snippet. Also, the number of generated snippets
increased, and in many benchmarks it is over few hundreds.

In the next experiment we turned on weights based on declara-
tion proximity (column C.W. OFF). The results show that QTI can
recover 22 snippets, which is more than before. We further observe
that rank of the benchmark 13 improves. The overall improvement
is due to the fact that the deleted expressions often use local dec-
larations and those defined close by. We also observe that this is
common for many of the 100 benchmarks in our evaluation.

In the last experiment we turned on all techniques (column All).
QTI was able to recover all 26 expected snippets, generating fewer
solutions per benchmark. This shows that weights based on the
corpus play an important role in guiding our algorithm towards
snippets of higher quality.

In summary, our experiments suggest that each of the techniques
we incorporated into QTI is important for obtaining high-quality
results.

9. Related Work
Several tools including Prospector [11], XSnippet [16], Strathcona
[7], PARSEWeb [21] and SNIFF [3] that generate or search for rel-
evant code examples have been proposed. In contrast to all these
tools we support polymorphic types and expressions with higher
order functions. Additionally, we synthesize snippets using all vis-
ible methods in a context, where they build or present them only
if they exist in a corpus. Prospector, Strathcona and PARSEWeb
do not incorporate the extracted examples into the current program
context; this requires additional effort on part of the programmer.
Moreover, Prospector does not solve queries with multiple argu-
ment methods unless the user initiate multiple queries. In contrast,
we generated expressions at once. Unfortunately, the authors did
not report exact running times for the tools. We next provide more

detailed descriptions for some of the tools, and we compare their
functionality to QTI.

Prospector [11] uses a type graph and searches for the shortest
path from a receiver type, typein, to the desire type, typeout.
The nodes of the graph are monomorphic types, and the edges
are the names of the methods. The nodes are connected based
on the method signature. Prospector also encodes subtypes and
downcasts into the graph. The query is formulated through typein
and typeout. The solution is a chain of the method calls that starts
at typein and ends at typeout. Prospector ranks solutions by the
length, preferring shorter solutions. On the other hand, we find
solutions that have minimal weights. This potentially enables us to
get solutions that have better quality, since the shortest solution may
not be the most relevant. Furthermore, in order to fill in the method
parameters, a user needs to initiate multiple queries in Prospector.
In QTI this is done automatically. Prospector uses a corpus for
down-casting, where we use it to guide the search and rank the
solutions. Moreover Prospector has no knowledge what methods
are used more frequently. Unfortunately, we could not compare
our implementation with Prospector, because it was not publicly
available.

XSnippet [16] offers a range of queries from generalized to
specialized. The tool uses them to extract Java code from the
sample repository. XSnippet ranks solutions based on their length,
frequency, context-sensitive and context-independent heuristics. In
order to narrow the search the tool uses parental structure of the
class where the query is initiated to compare it with the parents
of the class in the corpus. The returned examples are not adjusted
automatically into a context—the user needs to do this manually.
Similar to Prospector the user needs to initiate additional queries to
fill in the method parameters.

In Strathcona [7] a query, based on the structure of the code un-
der development, is automatically extracted. One cannot explicitly
specify the desired type. Thus, the returned set of examples is often
irrelevant. Moreover, in contrast to QTI those examples can not be
fitted into the code without additional interventions.
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PARSEWeb [21] uses the Google code search engine to get
relevant code examples. The solutions are ranked by length and a
frequency. QTI has an additional component by taking into account
also the proximity of derived snippets and the point where QTI was
invoked.

The main idea behind the SNIFF [3] tool is to use a natural lan-
guage to search for code examples. The authors collected the cor-
pus of examples and annotated them with keywords, and attached
them to corresponding method calls in the examples. The keywords
are collected from the available API documentation. QTI is based
on a logical formalism, so it can overcome the gap between pro-
gramming languages and the natural language.

Agda [1] is a dependently typed programming language and
proof assistant. Using Agdas Emacs interface, programs can be
developed incrementally, leaving parts of the program unfinished.
By type checking the unfinished program, the programmer can get
useful information on how to fill in the missing parts. The Emacs
interface also provides syntax highlighting and code navigation
facilities. However, because it is a new language and lacks large
examples, it is difficult to evaluate this functionality on larger
numbers of declarations.

There are several tools for the Haskell API search. The Hoogle
[8] search engine searches for a single function that has either
a given type or a given name in Haskell, but it does not return
a composed expression of the given type. The Hayoo [6] search
engine does not use types for searching functions: its search is
based on function names. The main difference between Djinn [19]
and our system is that Djinn generates a Haskell expression of a
given type, but unlike our system it does not use weights to guide
the algorithm and rank solutions.

The tool demo on the InSynth tool [5] suggests the use of the-
orem prover for classical logic for synthesis. In contrast, we view
our problem as more related to the type inhabitation problem, and
intuitionistic logic. Furthermore, we provide a method to mine ini-
tial weights of declarations, which was very important for obtaining
useful results. Finally, we provide an experimental evaluation on a
substantial number of examples, as well as new theoretical founda-
tions.

One of the most effective modern intuitionistic theorem provers,
Imogen [12], can reason about very expressive non-classical logic
(such as linear logics). QTI’s prover is used for reasoning about the
fragment of intuitionistic logic which is complete. QTI provides
additional functionality such as generating multiple solutions and
ranking them.

The use of type constraints was explored in interactive theorem
provers, as well as in synthesis of code fragments. SearchIsos [4]
uses type constraints to search for lemmas in Coq, but it does not
use weights to guide the algorithm and rank the solutions. Hav-
ing the type constraints, a natural step towards the construction of
proofs is the use of the Curry-Howard isomorphism. The drawback
of this approach is the lack of a mechanism that would automati-
cally enumerate all the proofs. By representing proofs using graphs
the problem of their enumeration is solvable [23]. The QTI tool
does not enumerate them but instead it returns several best ranked
proofs.

10. Conclusions
We have presented the notion of quantitative type inhabitation,
which searches for expressions of a given type in a type environ-
ment while minimizing a metric on the type binding. We imple-
mented an algorithm supporting parametric types and subtyping
and deployed it as a tool for suggesting expressions within an IDE
for Scala. The synthesized expressions can combine all declared
values, fields, and methods that are in the scope at the current pro-
gram point, so the problem is closely related to the problem of type

inhabitation in type systems. Among the key results is a weight-
driven version of the theorem proving algorithm, which uses prox-
imity to the declaration point as well as weights mined from a cor-
pus to prioritize among the declarations to consider and sort the so-
lutions. We have deployed the algorithm in an IDE for Scala. Our
evaluation on synthesis problems constructed from Java API usage
indicate that the technique is practical and that several technical in-
gredients had to come together to make it powerful enough to work
in practice. Our tool and additional evaluation details are publicly
available.
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